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Description 

The success story of how DRA GLOBAL an Engineering Service company in the Mining and 
Mineral Resource space transitioned to cloud collaboration. With basic BIM360 usage, and 
enough DOCS licenses we were able to “unlock” the sudden lockdown situation. A fast-track 
transition was required to service multiple projects at various stages of design and construction. 
Reassuring our Project Teams, Client’s and Sub-Contractors that work will continue as normal.  
With BIM360 DOCS functionalities and well-established workflows and processes, we 
transitioned into the digital workspace. Instantly our 350 strong multidisciplinary Design group, 
could swop their offices and paper dependent systems to working remotely. We shared designs, 
reviewed, checked and approved drawings with Clients, Consultants, Suppliers, and Sub-
Contractors' input. A highlight was the application of 3D Model content used for reviews, which 
just reinforced DRA Global’s design capabilities and gave a sense of confidence to all. 

 

Speaker(s) 

Elna van der Merwe is based in the Design Office of DRA Global’s EMEA region. She has been 
involved in the 3D modelling department for the last 14 years. Initially responsible for the 
collaboration of various discipline models on a wide variety of projects, to leading the entire 
modelling group in DRA Global’s EMEA region for 2 years. Always forms part of large project 
execution teams and communicating with Clients, Contractors and Site based personnel. She 
has extensive VDC experience on multiple processing plant projects over the last 10 years and 
has been driving BIM initiatives in the company for 3 years and lately being involved in an 
extensive digitization process. 
 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Cloud collaboration easily achieved with BIM360 

• Use your current paper-based workflows to shape your digital space 

• Standardize your DOCS Projects, to minimize admin intervention, and create 
familiriaty between projects 

• Proficiently use ROLE and COMPANY permission settings, to accommodate 
various levels of access on multiple projects 
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Introduction  
  

This industry talk is about how DRA Global expanded their BIM360 usage rapidly and without 
knowing it then, started to shape their digital future.  
 
Although we were using BIM360DOCS on a variety of projects, the reality is that we still had our 
feet in 2 different camps. Our day to day activities prior to lockdown were still very paper-based 
and boardroom bound. 
 
When lockdown hit us, we had to create a digital space for our large Design group, to interact 
and share information, covering all their day-to-day activities. 
Most importantly we had to give our Clients and Contractors the peace-of-mind that we will carry 
on working, and the projects will not be affected. 
  
Fortunately, we had enough BIM360 licenses and were already familiar with the platform and its 
functionality, we just had to expand the usage – BUT do so very quickly and very efficiently. 
 
 

Cloud collaboration with BIM360 
 
With the flexibility that BIM360 DOCS provides, you can make use of your current industry 
knowledge, company workflows, project requirements and personal project experience, to 
shape the digital environment. 
 
These points below will guide you to assess your approach, which will shape Project Folder 
structure: 
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1. What are the reasons for the workflows and processes been followed?  

• Industry specifications? 

• Client requirements? 

• Company or department best practices developed over years?  

• Challenge old habits/legacy workflows which are not applicable anymore?  
 
Identify these reasons and processes and then distinguish between what is required and 
what can be changed/improved. 
 

2. What do you want to achieve and improve with cloud collaboration?  

• What is the main reason for moving into the digital space?  

• Who/what is driving this? Clients, Management, workforce?  
 

3. Test the functionality of the platform!!! This cannot be over emphasized! 
 
Create a test environment, our test environment we called Project X 
We tested everything!  
You need to know what to expect and how to use the available functionalities to achieve 
your requirements.  
Due to differences between industries, terminology and/or workflows might differ. But 
this doesn’t limit you from using certain features to achieve a unique requirement you 
might have. Be creative.  
 

4. Identifying the low hanging fruit and target those quick wins. This will motivate all users, 
and show the benefits of working digitally. It is important to keep the users of the new 
environment positive and excited in the belief that the new system is meant to assist 
them in working more efficiently. 
 

5. Identify problem areas and challenges.  
It is important that you are aware of any challenges. You can then decide when and how 
to address it. Some current project challenges might automatically disappear because of 
the digital working space, note and share these with the teams. Get help. Reach out to 
your local reseller, contact Autodesk and discuss it. There is always a solution. 

 
 

The fact that change is expected and will be managed with the digitization, one can 
make use of the opportunity to address certain concerns which is known, but could not 
be resolved before. 
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Use current paper-based workflows 
 
We have well-defined workflows within every discipline group in our design office. Everyone 
knows what is expected of them throughout this design process. Therefor this was the logical 
starting point for us when we had to create a digital space for this group of users.  
 
 

• Identify the steps/stages in your workflows/processes 

• Do you have alternatives for certain steps/stages 

• Every step or set of information in the process, needs to have a space or ”folder”. 
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An example of one discipline folder structure for our Design Office usage only. 

 

 
 

Advantages: 
 

• Workflows known to users 

• Create a space for the actions/steps that would have happened in the office on paper, as 
part of the day-to-day work 

• Very little training required 

• Users comfortable and easily adopt working digitally 

• Track flow of info by using the activity log, by filtering on the file name. The activity/folder 
location will match the workflow known by management and everyone in the discipline 
group. 
 
The actitvies on each file shows how this drawings went through its checking process. 
The 3 next pictures shows how we use the folders, the activitiy log/file activity in 
conjunction with the know workflow, to check if drawings went through the needed steps 
to reach IFC. 
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 Select the file you want to check, and export its activities: 

 
 

 
Track steps on the file activity export, the colours shows the various people 
communicating/sharing/signing 
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Standard DOCS Project 
 
 
DOCS and its FOLDER storage capability is unique as not all document management solutions 
out there allow folders usage.  
We are all familiar with folders and sub-folders. It is easy to apply and manage your permissions 
settings on the folders and its sub-folders. 
 
Identify and understand the different types of information on the projects and/or the processes 
that needs to be managed digitally.  
Using folders for the different types of info and processes. 
 
Identify the various groups who will either manage/use/provide the various types of information 
Who is responsible for the info, who will only view the info, who will interact with the info, and 
when or at what stage of the project will they do so? 
 

 
All of this will affect how you manage the various types of information in various folders to be 
accessed by various groups on your projects. 
 
A few examples of how we grouped our information. 

• Drawings,  

• Designs,  

• Checking processes,  

• Internal info  

• External info. 

• Internal admin 
 
The key is to develop a robust folder structure for your Template project, so that all your projects 
can be initiated with a similar structure. 
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Permission settings also need to be included in your Template project. While we will look at the 
detail of permissions in the next section, it is important to understand that these permissions 
form an integral part of your Template setup.  
 
It is important to remember that this is a permission-controlled environment, so you use ROLE 
settings, to give members access to only what they need to see. The ROLE permissions will be 
automatically applied to the new project’s folders, when using the Template project for new 
project creation. 
 
An explanation of our folder structure is shown below, as well as indicating who will have access 
to the folder and its content. This helps users to know how to use the various folders, and also 
our project administrators to assist with permission settings when required. 

 

The advantages of a standard project setup 
 

• Create familiarity for all users 

• Seamless integration between projects 

• All users become experts, and can assist external users quickly 

• Flexible to cater for a wide range of project requirements. Just expand from 
default settings and its permissions 

• Less administrative 
 
Reading more about Folders: 
BIM 360 Help | Folders | Autodesk 
 
 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/BIM360D/ENU/?guid=GUID-71EE0ECF-1401-4F71-92B3-6EAF2CE35619
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Role and Company permissions 
 
As mentioned earlier, this is a permission-controlled environment and information needs to be 
visible to only certain users at certain stages of the project. 
 
It is important to understand the difference between ROLES and COMPANIES, and how you 
can utilize this functionality. ROLE settings are done on the Template project, and then applied 
to all new projects. Any project’s unique requirements can then be altered on the project by 
either changing the Role access, or adding Companies permissions if smaller groups require. 
 
 
Every department within our company needs to interact with the information in a unique way 
and at a very specific stage of the project. We used the departments to guide us and created a 
“Company” for each on our Account admin page. The graphics below might help to understand 
how we used it.  
 

 
You can see above how we grouped the various departments (companies) with the same 
overall needs into one ROLE. 
 
We have a total of 36 DRA “Companies” on our Account Admin page, which are used to 
distinguish between the unique needs. These are driven by the combination of the folders and 
permission settings. 
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A few examples of unique needs: 

• All QA/QC and Site personal only view drawings when it is issued for Fabrication and 
Construction. This means the group only see drawings when it reaches Rev.0, and 
hence, do not form part of the Internal Reviews of drawings. 

• Our Professional Engineers need to sign/approve the drawings on final issue. Hence, 
they need access to a specific folder to allow for this. 

• Clients do not get access to the concept and informal space where our designers and 
engineers are still conceptualizing their “thinking”. 

 

Applying permission settings 
 
When new members are added to any project:  

• Ensure they are added to the Account Admin page first  

• Allocate the correct Company and Role settings for each user, as this will be their default 
access/permissions when invited to a new project. 

• Then invite the user to the specific project, default permission will be applied 
automatically 
 

 
An example of how ROLES are used as default on all our projects on Folders. 
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An example of how ROLES & COMPANIES are used as default on all our projects on Folders. 
 

 

 Advantages 
 

▪ Minimal company permission settings to be added per project 
(Departments/Disciplines) 

▪ New companies are managed on request. (Consultants, Vendors & Contractors) 
▪ Minimize administration 
▪ Trouble shooting made easier 
▪ Have flexibility, to make changes on project levels if required 
▪ Easier to manage change requests from project teams (evolving environment) 
▪ Assist with License management 

 
 
Reading more about Folder permissions: 
BIM 360 Help | Folder Permissions | Autodesk 
 
 

The default on any DRA project: 
 
All disciplines within our Engineering Design Office perform all their day-to-day activities in the 
applicable DOCS digital project. All activities are captured as members share drawings to be 
designed, checked, approved, signed and issued. 
 
All checked drawings are available for future reference, the full record of the reviewed drawings 
on entire project is in one space, and we issue 3D models to be reviewed by project members 
and clients. We cannot list all the benefits here, but the next few pictures shows clearly how our 
day-to-day activities moved into a cloud collaborative envrionement and are captured digitally. 
 
 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/BIM360D/ENU/?guid=GUID-2643FEEF-B48A-45A1-B354-797DAD628C37
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Review comments on a 3D Model

 
 

Platework Drawing below show the Checking, Back Drafting and Back Checking on a drawing 
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All Reviews are managed through DOCS, only the needed project members are included. 
 

 
 
Overview of the 266 Reviews sent on a project  
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Transmittal overview for a project- Total sent 7740 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Summary 
 
DOCS provides the functionality to achieve cloud collaboration. Ensure that you understand the 
information to be managed and reference your current workflows where possible. This will 
shape your folder structure, and it will become your template project setup. Consult with the 
various groups and role player on your projects, to understand their needs. This will guide your 
ROLES and COMPANIES. 
 
 
 
For more information on Document Management: 
BIM 360 Help | Work with Document Management | Autodesk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/BIM360D/ENU/?guid=GUID-2F30CFD7-0B75-4E9B-9B4B-5CA3C643D903

